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The site of the Lyme Regis Cement Works on Monmouth Beach, the cliff behind and 

to the left was the quarry for stone and clay. The works included, and lay to the left of, the 

building with the blue shutter door, which may have been the works office. The large 

building to the right is the Boat Building Academy and former RAF Lyme Regis Air-Sea 

Rescue Launch Station. It post- dates cement making. 
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Please note: there is insufficient evidence to provide a full history and accurate description 

of the cement and lime works in Lyme Regis. In places this paper is inevitably speculative, 

especially as there is often an apparent disparity between the photographic and the 

mapping record, partly because the photographs are rarely dated accurately. As more 

evidence comes to light, this paper will be revised again. 

 
 

Introduction 
Cement and Lime Mortars – the critical difference 

Cement and lime are used to make mortars, renders and concrete. They work by coating 

the aggregate (sand or small pieces of crushed rock or pebbles) with a limy mixture that will 

“set” by crystallising calcite around the particles, binding them together. See Jukes Brown 

(1893) for more on cements and lime. 

 

Lime was traditionally used for mortar, but it will not set under water. Neither will it form a 

strong bond, unless excessive amounts are used, as in the walls of castles, where strength 

was paramount. Lime mortar is not waterproof, but breathes, allowing damp to evaporate 

from a wall. It is also flexible, preventing cracking. Lime render made from Lyme Blue Lias 

lime was famously good for renders and stucco. 

 

Portland cement mortar sets hard and is waterproof. As a result it traps rising or internal 

damp in a wall, “blowing” rendering, stucco or pointing if used on top of older finishes or on 

walls without effective damp proof courses or cavities – a common problem in Lyme Regis 

where Portland cement has been used with too much enthusiasm on older buildings. 

Portland cement must not be used on old buildings with no damp proof course - or those 

built of soft stone or bricks which water and sea spray can penetrate. It will crack if a wall 

settles, exacerbating problems of settlement and rain penetration, whereas lime mortars 

will flex to a certain extent. Portland cement is good for modern buildings with damp proof 

courses. Before British Standards were introduced a lot of Portland cement was not true 

Portland – and Lyme-made Portland may have been an inferior or inconsistent product. 

 

Hydraulic cement is special cement which combines the best of both Portland cement and 

lime mortar: it sets under water, does not shrink, fills cracks and breathes. Lias stone and 

clay were its key components, as well as a ready supply of cheap sea-borne coal to burn 

them. It is therefore no that wonder hydraulic cement manufacture became a major player 

in Lyme Regis in the 19th century. Charmouth joined in the trade, with the use of 

cementstones picked from its beaches. 

 

Roman cement is special cement, invented by James Parker in the 18th century, using 

essentially similar materials. It is not the cement used by the Romans. It set quickly, hard 

and is waterproof. It was used for stucco, was brown or pinkish in colour, but did not allow 

the wall to breath. 

 

Modern Cements 

Today there are many special types of cement for particular tasks – quick setting, setting 

under water, for setting in frosts, damp proof, rubberised, resinated etc. Good builders 

know the secrets of adding lime to Portland cement, for example, to improve its plasticity. 
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The Museum building – an example of the importance of using the right cement 

The Museum was built in 1901-2 of porous red brick, some Beer Stone, some artificial stone 

and faience (pottery mouldings) using lime mortar, without a damp proof course or cavity 

walls. The sea used to sea break right over the building, giving brine absorption. Although 

mostly dry-lined inside, salt was damaging internal decoration and the stonework. Specialist 

historic building restoration company, Carrek & Co. of Wells, re-pointed the brickwork and 

conserved the stonework using lime-based technology to correct previous attempts with the 

wrong materials, which had caused brine to build up in the walls causing efflorescence, loss 

of external pointing and internal plaster. 

  

Lyme Regis Cement – its significance 
Hydraulic cement was called “water cement” by its inventor, Leeds engineer John Smeaton. 

He was faced with the problem of setting the stones for his successful Eddystone Lighthouse 

on a reef submerged at high tide. He found in 1756 that lime burnt with a large proportion 

of clay produced cement which will set under water. He obtained his materials from the Blue 

Lias at Aberthaw in South Wales, there being no cement industry in Lyme Regis at the time. 

Cement making continues at Aberthaw and in a few places along the Blue Lias outcrop, the 

main works being at Rugby. Today it is mainly Portland cement that is made at these places 

- and used for new work and repairs - which is why so many pre-1920s buildings are 

needlessly damp. 

 

Hydraulic cement contains silica and alumina got from the addition of clay to the mixture to 

be burnt, as well as lime, whereas Portland cement contains less clay, but also contains 

gypsum. Hydraulic not only sets under water, but it also expands into cracks on setting 

giving good damp repelling properties for renders, as well as being useful for concretes in 

dock and harbour situations.  

 

Some of the best hydraulic cement is made from the Lias - and that from Lyme Regis had a 

very good reputation in the 19th century. The alternating limy clay and muddy stone beds of 

the Blue Lias that we know from Church Cliffs and Monmouth Beach provided the ideal 

mixture, which was adjusted by the addition of some of cementstones and mudstones from 

the overlying Black Ven Marl.   

 

Hydraulic Cement – the process 
Little is known of the exact process used in the Lyme factory, except that by mixing and 

grinding together certain local cementstone layers and Blue Lias Limestones with clays, 

burning and then grinding the resultant “cement clinker”, good hydraulic cement could be 

produced. The workers no doubt used fine judgement based on experience rather than 

chemical analysis. Little is known about the particular Lias beds they used, apart from 

Woodward & Ussher (1911), who indicated the West Rock from the Blue Lias and the Hard 

Marl from the Black Ven Marl made the best cement. These lie high up in the cliff at 

Monmouth Beach, well above the familiar Blue Lias alternating limestones and mudstones at 

beach level. The West Rock is an old term, but it equates to the same cementstone beds 

from the Black Ven Marl that were used at Charmouth. The better beds of limestone would 

be sold as building stone: clay beds unsuitable for cement making may have found a use for 

brick making, and the rest would have been discarded on the beach for the sea to remove.  

When cement manufacture started in 1855, stone was dropped by blasting from the cliffs 

either side of the town, collected from the beach and taken to the Cobb by specially 

strengthened Dorset lerrets, a double pointed rowing boats locally known as stoneboats. It 

was then trammed to the works. Clay was dug behind and above the works, from the Black 

Ven Marls. The works organisation was very much part of the whole Lyme cement, brick, 

tile and stone trade until the Lyme Regis Cement Co (1902) Ltd took over cement 

manufacture. 

 

John Spillar analysed Lyme cements in 1870 and showed that cement made from the 

limestones and clays contained a large proportion of soluble silica and alumina, whereby it 
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set harder and more densely than that made from the limestones alone (Woodward & 

Ussher 1911).  

 

The stone and clay were mixed together and placed in the kiln in layers with culm (cheap 

coal) and fired, forming the cement clinker, which was ground to a fine powder to produce 

the cement. In the first cement works batch-process kilns were used, narrow firebrick lined 

stone pots, heated by coal from the bottom and topped up from the top with more coal, 

limestone and clay. It would have to be let to go cold before it could be emptied.  

At a very late stage in the history of the works continuous process rotary kiln was used – a 

long, gently sloping firebrick-lined iron or steel tube down which a wet mixture of clay and 

limestone is sent in slurry form to meet a wall of flame. The kiln was fitted with toothed 

rings which rested on cog wheels. Rotating the cogs rotated the kiln and caused the slurry 

to flow towards the lower, hotter end, burning to cement clinker on the way. It emerged at 

the lower end of the tube, dropping into tubs or onto a conveyor to be taken to be ground 

to a powder. The kiln was probably fired by pulverised coal projected as a jet. Photographs 

after closure shows the rotary kiln on site and later being broken up and in parts ready to 

be hauled up Cobb Road for scrap. 

 

 
The rotary kiln on site after closure – the kiln may be the gun barrel-like 

object on the left, lying to the right of its chimney  
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Maybe the old kiln in Cobb Square ready to be hauled away for scrap or re-use 

 
Lyme Regis cement – the history 
The 1830 Trade Directory gives George Henry Stevens, as the proprietor of the Blue Lias 

Limeworks in Lyme Regis, but the Tithe Map of 1841 and John Wood’s Map of the same date 

show the natural beach, with only one isolated dwelling, Albion Cottage, and some long 

sheds which could be hacks (brick and tile drying sheds). There is no sign of any works or 

kilns. Nor does the 1844 Tithe Apportionment provide any evidence for cement or lime 

burning. However, the first really detailed large-scale map, the Ordnance Survey 25” map of 

1888, shows a large cement factory, with kilns, tramways, incline, a brick kiln and a disused 

limekiln. Albion Cottage disappeared in the 1870s. 

 

Before 1855 Blue Lias stone and clay from Lyme was mostly exported for cement making 

elsewhere. Ordinary lime would have been made locally for most building tasks and for 

agricultural use (see Paper 4: Lime).  That some cement was made here before 1855 is 

indicated by Steven’s advertisement shown below, from the Dorset County Chronicle of April 

10th 1826.  

 

In 1826 W & G H Stevens, Lyme Regis stone merchants, lime burners and cement 

manufacturers advertised Blue Lias lime from their two limeworks, one of which was at 

Lyme Regis, the other on the banks of the Regent’s Canal in Hackney, London. Both works 

used the magic ingredient, Blue Lias from Lyme Regis. Stevens do not call their product 

cement, rather Blue Lias Lime, but it appears to have been a hydraulic cement, rather than 

a traditional lime - that is it must have contained silicates from the clays as well as fresh 

lime (calcium oxide) or hydrated lime (calcium hydroxide). The advertisement speaks of its 

great strength in dock, tunnel, bridge and pier work, as well as its superiority to Roman 

Cement in stucco work, being less liable to cracking, of better colour and only a quarter 

more expensive. Thomas Telford, the late John Rennie and Marc Brunel (I K Brunel’s father) 

were said to use it in preference and James Green, Civil Engineer, was making it on the 

banks of the Exeter Ship Canal, presumably using shipped-in Lyme Lias, possibly for a 

major construction contract. Stevens offer to ship it to any part of the Kingdom - or it can 

be had direct from Lyme Regis or Hackney providing prior notice of orders is given by post a 

few days beforehand.   
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Stevens’ Blue Lias “Lime” ad. in the Dorset County Chronicle, 10th April 1826 

 

Some thought it was better to make their own Blue Lias hydraulic cement freshly at the 

point of use. The Sunderland Dock Co sought tenders in the Dorset County Chronicle of 6th 

May 1847 for the supply of Blue Lias Limestone at the rate of 50 tons per month, delivered 

and loaded into tubs at the Company’s Quay in Sunderland from the tenderer’s vessel. 

There was no other Dorset port at time which could have supplied Blue Lias stone by sea: 

alternative tenders for sea born Blue Lias stone could only be obtained from ports in the 

Severn Estuary. The Dock Company did not say what they wanted the stone for, but, given 

the ready availability of construction stone in the North East, it can only have been for the 

manufacture of fresh hydraulic cement in Sunderland.  

 

 
The Sunderland Dock Co’s advertisement in the Dorset 

County Chronicle 6th May 1847 
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Monmouth Beach in 1841 from the Lyme Regis Tithe Map, before the first cement 

works was built. Albion Cottage (539) lies at the top of the shingle beach below the salient 

in the cliffs and marks the eastern extent of the first works. A circular feature west of the 

cottage may be a lime kiln. What the long sheds might be is unclear, but they may be tile 

hacks (drying sheds). Note that the cliff salient was later removed by the works quarry. 

 
The Old Cement Mill, Charmouth 
From about 1850 John Morcombe & Sons, a Plymouth-based enterprise, set up a works at 

Charmouth to make cement from the Two Cementstones, a part of the Black Ven Marl 

(Warren 2005). Cement making, from Devonian Limestone, was an old established 

Plymouth business and hydraulic cement, for which pure Devonian Limestone is unsuitable, 

was needed for the construction of the Plymouth Breakwater and the Devonport naval 

dockyard.  

 

The Cement Mill building still exists as the Heritage Centre, right on the shore at the end of 

Lower Sea Lane and can clearly be seen as a large white building from Lyme Regis. Some 

millstones are preserved on the cliff above the centre. The cementstones occur higher up in 

the Lower Lias sequence than the Blue Lias, which does not outcrop at Charmouth, but they 

approximate to the best bed once used for hydraulic cement making at Lyme, the West 

Rock. The Two Cementstones are the cement-grey flat nodules of muddy limestone which 

can be seen lying on the upper part of the beach on the Lyme side of Charmouth, where 

they have fallen from higher up in the cliff, where they occur as bands within the mainly 

mudstone sequence of the Black Ven Marl. 

 

The cementstones were collected from the beach, the larger ones, known as “roundstones” 

by horse and cart, and the smaller ones by women in pairs, paid 3d (1.25p) per full basket 

(40lb or 18kg). The stones were taken to the Cement Mill, where they were broken, crushed 

and mixed with clay got from the cliff before being burnt and the cement clinker ground to a 

fine powder by granite millstones, two of which are now form the ends to a seat.  

 

Another Plymouth-based enterprise, Hutchinson & Frean took over the Charmouth mill in 

1853 and closing it in 1867. It suffered from having no harbour and, from 1855, the large 

cement works at Lyme was in the same ownership. Cement had to be loaded into flat-

bottomed boats from the beach, a hazardous operation in which it would be difficult to keep 

the cement dry. The chimney was demolished about 1900, the building being used as a 
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fishermen’s store, tearoom and store for deck chairs and beach tents. Stone and clay 

removal resulted in more rapid cliff retreat, causing increased landslipping in the 20th 

century, which is often wrongly blamed on fossil collectors removing supporting material 

from the cliffs.  

 

The first Lyme Regis Cement Works 
Production of cement in Lyme started on a large scale in 1855 when Hutchinson & Frean set 

up their large cement factory at the back of Monmouth Beach to produce hydraulic cement. 

The Company had started in a smaller way in the area in 1853, taking over the Charmouth 

Cement Mill from John Morcombe & Co, as explained above. In that year it leased the stone 

rights west of Lyme to Devonshire Head from the Henley Estate. The first item to be built 

was a tramway in 1853, shown on Lt Cox and Master Davis’ 1854 Chart of Lyme, no doubt 

to aid construction of the works. This ran from the Cobb Landing Quay as far west as 

possible without crossing the actual beach shingle. It eases the movement of stone, cement 

and, presumably, the delivery of plant. To start the firm started making the bricks on site to 

build the works and started shipping stone out (see other papers in this series: No. 5 Stone 

and No. 7 Pottery & Brick).  

 

 
 

The first cement works on Monmouth Beach sometime between 1872 and 1900 

The photograph is undated but is likely to be late in the life of the first works. The 1872 

engine house is clearly visible by the fancy chimney stack. It contained a 30hp steam 
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engine, two Cornish boilers and was powered two pairs of crushing rolls, four pairs of 4ft 

French burr mill stones, a Blake’s stone crusher and a pair of edge runners in a mill house, 

presumably the large building to the left of the engine house. The bank of batch kilns, 

heavily buttressed, is at the top of the works, fed with stone and coal by wagons drawn up 

the incline, the upper part of which can still be traced on the slope. A 30hp turbine powered 

the incline, fed by the visible 9” pipe from a reservoir 80ft above. Additional buildings are 

lime house, sack house, cooperage, powder magazine, office, stabling for six horses and 

three cottages. The cottages may be off-site. The rounded mass in the photograph may be 

dust cloud or steam. At the top of the photo is Holmbush Farm, which belonged to the 

works and comprised 40 acres, mainly meadow. This was the works reserve of clay and 

limestone, but it would have proved impossible to win without causing cliff collapse onto the 

works below. Nothing remains of this works other than some lower parts of walls, 

foundations and steps. Compare with the 1888 map below. 

 

 

 
The first Lyme Regis Cement Works on the 1888 OS Map - note the tramway to Cobb, 

terminating in an incline to a bank of three kilns, with spur towards the beach. A further kiln 

lies NW of the Engine House – this may have been a lime kiln or a sample kiln. Albion 

Cottage (see later) lay between the works and the brick kiln but had disappeared by the 

date of this map. 

 

 
The site of the first cement works – with remains of walls and buttresses. 
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 Hutchinson’s advertisement from Roland Brown’s 1857  

edition of Beauties of Lyme 

 

The company sold up to 120 tons per week of Blue Lias stone, bricks, cement, lime and char 

(see above advertisement from Roland Brown’s Beauties of Lyme of 1857). Char is similar 

to ash, but is collected from the flues rather than ash, which collects below the grate. It 

contains lime and silicates as well as burnt coal, ash and partly burned coal and coal clinker 

drawn through by the up draught. It could not be collected from a pot kiln as it would 

escape with the smoke, suggesting that a more modern forced-draught kiln was being used, 

for which there is no other evidence. Equally it could have been collected from the boiler 

flues of the steam engine. Some chars can be used as fertilizer or soil improver, or mixed 

with cement, to make breeze blocks, but why these chars were sold and how they were 

used is not known. In the 1890s tonnages of “breeze” were exported from the Cobb by 

Haycraft (Harbour Dues book 1884-1903).  

 

The Cement Works Tramway System 
The 1854 chart and the 1888 OS map are the only maps that show the hand and horse 

operated tramway system to the Cobb – built for export of stone and cement and the import 

of coal. The later map shows an incline to bring clay down from the cliff above the works.  
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The first tramway was opened on 18th November 1853, running on the beach from the 

Uplyme parish boundary to the Cobb, thus predating the opening of the main cement works. 

(Sherborne Mercury, 22nd November 1853). From engravings it is clear that horses and 

manpower was used for motive power.  

 

From photographs the track gauge appears to have been standard gauge, ie 4ft 8½in, and 

the rails are flat-bottomed, spiked to well-spaced sleepers. A wooden viaduct carried a 

double track section across the sharp bend in the Cobb on an easier curve, and the wooden 

piles supporting this viaduct can still be seen. Dunster (about 1860) published a wood cut 

showing men pushing wagons from the Cobb back to the works. On the 1888 OS 1:2,500 

map only a short spur leads towards Monmouth Beach from the works: any early beach 

tramway having been removed by this date.  

 

It has been suggested that the standard gauge tramway had a branch leading to Cobb Gate, 

but this erroneous idea comes from engravings of carts running in deep ruts on the Cart 

Road.  

 

Harvey’s take over the first Lyme Regis works 
In 1867 Messrs Harveys of Plymouth took over the works, although initially the takeover 

cannot have been smooth, as workers had to be laid off until the lease on the western cliffs 

had been renegotiated, necessitating a public subscription for the men until the spring of 

1868 (Dorset County Chronicle, May 1868). 

 

William Porter and George Haycraft 
Under Harvey’s these two men emerge and became very significant in the fortunes of 

industry on Monmouth Beach. Porter was Harvey’s manager controlled the stone trade on 

the western side of Lyme, as Hutchinson & Frean had done before. Haycraft took over the 

brick and tile making part of the enterprise and, eventually, all of it.  

 

Despite Porter having been the Borough’s Harbour Master, Harvey’s were soon in dispute 

with the Borough, who wanted 6d a ton harbour dues for rough stone exported across the 

Cobb and for stone taken of the beaches in stoneboats. The matter was settled out of court 

on 13th December 1869 (papers in a private archive), but contained nothing about specific 

dues for cement exported, so the general rate if 1s per ton must have applied, the same as 

for chaldrons of coal coming in (see Cobb Act Rates Board 1879 displayed on the Cobb 

Landing Quay). The agreement with the Borough concerned stone loaded from the Underhill 

Farm land of George Nathaniel Shore and was signed by two William Harveys, Junior and 

Elder, and John Hicks, all described as stone merchants of Plymouth. 

 

The works was improved in 1872 with a new engine house with Cornish boilers, steam 

engine, chimney stack and new grinding mills. 

 

The Trade Directories from 1867 to well beyond closure in 1914 include this unchanging and 

increasingly outdated statement: 

 

Immense quantities of Blue Lias limestone are exported to all parts of England and 

the continent for the purpose of making hydraulic lime and cement. There is now a 

cement factory under the cliffs. Some of the upper beds are used for making Roman 

and Portland cement.  
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William Porter  

 

William Porter (1819-94) was the son of a Lyme Regis sea pilot. He was brought up in 

Lyme, where he lived all of his life. He was Harvey’s local manager and agent from 1868 

and continued for a time as Montrotier’s agent, after they took over the works, some time 

before 1877. He acted as shipping agent for the import of coal and culm and the export of 

stone and cement.  In his youth he had been an extraman in the coastguard service, i.e., a 

volunteer. He married Susan Dollin in 1840, the Dollins being a local family in the stone, 

coal and fossil trade. In 1841 he was fishing for a living, but by 1851 he had become 

Harbour Master. By 1881 he became a stone merchant on his own account, employing 12 

men, a trade in which he continued until shortly before his death in 1894. He was a 

prominent Baptist, and published a small book of religious poems, prose and hymns. He 

lived at Ozone Terrace by the Cobb and Beulah, a polychrome brick villa which he had built 

at the foot of Silver Street. He ensured his men had pay in the winter when stone could not 

be got, deducting this benefit later when times were good. For more on William Porter see 

the paper People of Lyme No. 4: William Porter on the Museum web site 

www.lymeregismuseum.co.uk 

 

No image of George Haycraft is known 

George Haycraft (c.1832-1906). George Haycraft was born in Honiton about 1832. A 

general clerk in Honiton in 1851, by 1861 he was living at Walton on Thames with his wife 

Anne (Annie), also from Honiton. Then he described himself as an accountant. By 1871 

George and Annie were at Faversham, George giving his trade as a gunpowder maker, but 

his company, George Haycraft & Co had taken over the brick making enterprise at Lyme 

from Harvey’s three years before, in 1868. By 1880 his firm had taken over the cement 

works from Montrotier, which had gone into liquidation, but Haycraft & Co itself was 

dissolved on 17th August of that year (notice in the London Gazette). 1881 finds George and 

Anne living in Broad Street, Lyme Regis, with George describing himself as a cement maker. 

Haycraft & Co appear in the Lyme trade directories in 1880 as a lime merchants, and from 

1889-95 as a lime and stone merchants. George and Anne moved by 1891 to Grovesend 

House, Gorseinon, Pontardulais, near Swansea, whence George described himself as a Civil 

Engineer, but Annie died on 5th August 1892, aged 61 (Cambrian Newspapers, Swansea 5th 

Aug 1892 – information courtesy Swansea Museum). In 1899 George was a director of the 

putative Lyme Regis Cement Company, which was trying to raise capital to refurbish the 

http://www.lymeregismuseum.co.uk/
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cement works, giving his address as Alexandria House, Lyme Regis. In 1900 he supervised 

the failed Lyme Regis Coal Boring for a group of local industrialists. He died on 5th March 

1906 at 52 Church Street, Lyme Regis, leaving £258 4s 10d (£28,000 in 2014 prices). Lyme 

Regis Museum has two red roof tiles stamped Haycraft Lyme Regis, presumably made at his 

tile yard on Monmouth Beach. 

 

Montrotier Asphalte and Cement Co take over 
The Montrotier Asphalte and Cement Co, with William Porter as the manager, took over the 

works some time around 1870. Although the company went into liquidation in 1874 the 

works still produced an average of 2,300 tons of cement and sold 11,300 tons of stone per 

year from 1874-1877. The liquidators clearly thought that selling the works as a going 

concern was a better option than closure and selling the equipment, buildings and land 

separately, so the works was advertised for sale in  The Times of 14th July 1877, the notice 

giving important details of the plant employed, the market and outputs.  
 

Lyme Regis Cement Works Sale 1877 

Found in The Times, July 14, 1877 by Graham Davies 
 

 

In Liquidation - The well known Blue Lias Hydraulic Lime and Cement Stone Quarries, Lime & 

Cement Works, at Lyme Regis, now in full operation, belonging to the Montrotier Asphalte & Cement 

Company Ltd for sale, with possession. 

 

Messrs Fuller, Horsey, Son & Co are instructed by the liquidators to sell by auction, at the Auction Mart, 

London, on Tuesday, July 31, 1877, at 2pm the valuable Blue Lias & Hydraulic Lime and Cement Stone 

Quarries and Lime & Cement Works, situate at Lyme Regis, immediately adjoining the Cobb or harbour, 

where vessels up to 400 tons burden can load or discharge. The blue lias and cement manufacture at these 

works have long been distinctly recognised by hydraulic engineers as the best yet known, were used by 

Mr Page for Westminster Bridge, and by engineers for the docks in London, Southampton, Plymouth, 

Grimsby, Sunderland, and other places, and the limestone is now being supplied to the contractors for the 

Hull docks and the Leith docks; and although the Company that purchased this property some few years 

ago has been in liquidation during the past three years, and no orders have been solicited, nor could 

contracts be entered into, the annual average of stone shipped for the years 1874, 1875 & 1876 has been 

11,300 tons, and the annual average of lime and cement sold has been 2300 tons. The quarries extend 

about a mile and a quarter along the foreshore on the east & west of the town. The stone is quarried as the 

tide permits. The quarry to the west of the town extends to the county boundary, and the works are 

connected by a tramway with the Cobb or harbour. The buildings and machinery are modern. A new 

steam engine of 30hp and two new Cornish boilers were erected in 1872. 

 

New steam engine house, boiler house, and chimney stack were then erected, there are two pairs of 

crushing rolls and four pairs of 4ft French burr mill stones, a Blake’s stone crusher and pair of edge 

runners, three lime & cement kilns, each capable of burning 20 tons of lime or cement per day; these 

kilns are charged by trucks filled with stone from the quarries and drawn up an incline by winching gear 

worked by a turbine of 30hp supplied by a 9” pipe from a concreted reservoir having a fall of about 80 

feet. This turbine may be used as an auxillary to the steam engine. There are three small sample kilns. 

The buildings comprise, in addition to the steam engine and boiler houses, the mill house, the lime house, 

the sack house, cooperage, powder magazine, office, stabling for six horses, and three cottages: also a 

farm of 40 acres, principally meadow, a small portion being arable. The quarries & farm are held on lease 

for a term of years at a moderate rent. Also a freehold property (1acre and 21perches), formerly occupied 

as ship and boat building premises & yards, but now in hand. It adjoins the Custom House & harbour, has 

extended frontages and might be utilised for building purposes. The property may be viewed by 

application to Mr Porter, the resident manager.  
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George Haycraft & Co step in 
Whether the works sold right away is not known, but by 1880, if not from 1877, George 

Haycraft & Co ran the works, although his company was also in the process of being 

dissolved. There is no evidence as to whether output figures were maintained, but there are 

equally no press reports of hardship for the cement workers. William Porter remained in 

business as an independent stone merchant and may have purchased that part of the 

Montrontier business. It appears that the works continued to operate in this way through to 

its takeover and reconstruction in 1902.  

 

 
Looking over the works toward the tileyards, bottle kiln and the Cobb 

This image is difficult to date: the first factory looks in poor repair, the second has 

not been built and the Cobb railway has been lifted, but Haycraft & Co’s tilery seems 

in full swing, so the date would appear to be in the 1890s. 

 

Import and Export 
Throughout this period William Porter and George Haycraft are the largest users of the 

Cobb, principally to export stone and breeze. The Harbour Dues book for 1884-1903 (in 

private ownership; the Museum has a digital copy) rarely shows exports of cement, 

although it does show imports of cement by Mr Wallis, a general merchant, by some 

building firms, by the Borough (probably for sea and retaining walls on Marine Parade) and 

in 1901-2, 1,706 tons of cement for Baldry & Yerburgh, the contractors building the 

Axminster & Lyme Regis Light Railway. It shows exports of lime and breeze by Haycraft, 

and consistently large exports of stone by Porter and Haycraft. Coal imports are rarely 

ascribed to the works, although in 1902-3 the Lyme Regis Cement Co does import two loads 

of coal. Otherwise coal merchants, importing throughout, may have supplied the works. The 

lack of cement exports is puzzling and suggests that the works must have supplied local 

markets or have been dormant, despite the reputation which Lyme Regis Blue Lias hydraulic 
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cement had earlier in dock and harbour construction. Lyme Regis Portland cement may not 

have achieved such reputation and had become a readily available, cheap bulk commodity. 

The lack of coal imports by Haycraft to supply the works and his tile works is also curious 

because his ship charters for stone traffic must have brought in coal or bricks or other 

heavy goods or require ballast. 

 

The first cement works in its final state, about 1901, as acquired by the Lyme 

Regis Cement Company. There are changes since the earlier view above, but in many 

ways this image poses more questions than it solves. The prominent engine house has 

disappeared, although its single chimney still stands. The bank of batch kilns stands behind 

to the left behind the tall building with the sloping roof, seen in earlier and later images. A 

tall building has appeared in front, which may be a new engine house. In 1902 the new 

works incorporated some of these buildings. In this image the works looks deserted and out 

of production, which it probably was from 1900 to 1902, just when its output was needed 

the most, for local sea wall works and railway construction. The sheds on the right are 

unexplained but may be brick and tile drying sheds.  

 

 

The Lyme Regis Cement Company tries its hand, but fails 
In 1899 the Lyme Regis Cement Co. was attempting to raise capital for purchase 

development of the works by share subscription (The Times 7th March 1899). The directors 

were the Hon John de Grey, D Pankhurst, J Davies, John Cameron Grant and George 

Haycraft, the latter now of Alexandria House in Lyme Regis. The secretary was E H Johnson 

of Great St Helens Street in the City of London. 

 

The company was to pay £35,400 for a 50-year lease of the works from a Mr Cotton, 

including the cost of works already in progress and 40 acres of land for its mineral reserves. 

The prospectus is full of glowing words designed to encourage the purchase of shares by 

those who would likely not see the site. It talks up the potential market and is wildly 

optimistic about the workability of reserves on the Holmbush Farm on the cliff above the 

works. A report makes it clear that expansion and modernisation of the works is required to 

produce Portland cement, but that the existing plant and buildings can be adapted to 

produce 20,000 tons of cement per year giving a return of 24% on capital at a profit of 12s 

(£0.62.5p) per ton, although market conditions at the time suggested a potential profit of 

20s (£1) per ton. Given that stone had to be worked and floated or carted from the sea 

cliffs and ledges by hand, that the land above would slide down onto the works if the 

Holmbush reserves were worked and that Lyme people were already much troubled by the 

rapid erosion caused by earlier stone and cement working, this output would have been 

unsustainable and foolhardy. With all costs factored in, it could hardly compete for price or 
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reliability of supply with the large Portland cement works established in other parts of the 

country.  

 

The plan was for construction of 14 chamber kilns, but the company was under-subscribed. 

This share subscription was re-launched in The Times on 23rd July 1900 and the extra 

money raised funded the construction of just five chamber kilns. A statement refers to the 

continued viability of the existing works to produce hydraulic lime, suggesting that it may 

never have made Portland, but the prospectus confuses the issue as to whether the old 

works is to be converted and expanded or an additional works was required next door to 

make Portland. Somehow the prospectus seems to imply both. 

 

Lyme Regis Cement Company (1902) Ltd builds the Second Lyme Regis 
Cement Works 
In 1902 a new company was formed, the Lyme Regis Cement Co. (1902) Ltd. The 

expansion of the old works, proposed in the 1899 prospectus, was abandoned and a mostly 

new works was built on its eastern side. Presumably, the old works could not be converted 

to produce quality Portland cement after all and was already out of commission. The trade 

directory for 1902 records the change as Portland Cement Works – manufacturers of best 

Portland cement “Keystone” Brand, Shipments Lyme Regis Harbour Tel 9 Telegrams 

Cement. This is the first reference in the trade directories to Portland cement. It is in late 

1902 that coal shipments for the “Cement Co” appear in the Harbour Dues book 1884-1903. 

 

 
The Second Cement Works on the 1903 OS map, but before major re-development 

in 1908 – note that the harbour tramway has been taken up and the old works lies 

apparently abandoned to the left of the new works. Part of the building aligned N-S still 

exists. The disused first works can be seen on the left.  

 

 

During this period there was one big project which is often reputed in railway articles to 

have been supplied by the works - the cement for the construction of the Axminster & Lyme 

Regis Light Railway, with its mass concrete Cannington Viaduct and bridges. Dylan Moore 

(pers com) calculates a possible demand of 1,550 tons for the viaduct alone between 1901 

and 1902. However, even if the works were operating at that period, it seems unlikely it 

could have supplied enough cement of consistently high quality at a price which could not 

be undercut by a contract for bulk import by sea or rail; ex-Cobb being no less convenient 

for delivery as ex-works, and Axminster Station would be more convenient for that end of 

the line in any case. The higher cost of rail transport v. sea transport may have been 

discounted by the LSWR as part of its support for the Light Railway project. The Harbour 

Dues book records the import of 1,706 tons of cement by the railway contractor Baldry & 

Yerburgh in 1901/2, whilst the balance required could have been brought to the railhead as 

http://www.cementkilns.co.uk/early_kilns.html#johnson
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it advanced from Axminster, direct in trucks from distant cement works. As the Lyme Regis 

Cement Co (1902) lifted redeveloped the works some Lyme cement could have been used 

towards the end of the railway contract. 

 

No doubt the railway, which opened in 1903, could have opened new markets for Lyme 

cement, lessening the need to ship it from the Cobb, although in 1914 the company 

apparently owned a ship for the import of coal and export of cement which was 

requisitioned for the war effort (Roundell-Green, 2006). Overall the opening of railway 

caused a drastic decline in shipping at the Cobb and the company found no need for a new 

tramway to the Cobb Landing Quay: the old one had been removed long before. The 

Company imported coal on its own account, tonnages appearing in the last few pages of the 

Harbour Dues Book 1884-1903. Later it did export cement from the Cobb, but the tonnages 

seem small (310 in 1904, 550 in 1909), until its last year in 1914, when 2,376 tons were 

exported, with a final stock clearance of 270 tons in 1915 (Peter Lacey Ebb & Flow 2011). 

The 1914 figure may represent output increased by the rotary kiln coming out of its likely 

initial teething problems. 

 

Two other changes occurred at this time involving shipping. Stone exports reduced, partly 

because fewer ships going out reduced the need for ballast and because stone working from 

the western ledges and cliffs was reserved for cement production. By this time stone 

working from ledges and cliffs to the east had necessarily been supplanted by new concrete 

sea walls, as the Church Street area came under threat of rapid cliff retreat – probably 

another market for the cement. The other change was the need to import gypsum for the 

Portland cement process, some of which was obtained by sea from a gypsum mill on the 

beach at Branscombe (now the Shanty Tea Room), which worked up until some time before 

the First World War (Farquharson & Doern 2000 and pers com). This works sent cargoes to 

Lyme when possible, but like Charmouth there was no harbour there and the beach there is 

even more dangerous for handling cargoes. 

 

 
The works and staff – about 1900? 

 

John Spoor modernises the works and adds a rotary kiln  
On 20th April 1906, a lease was signed between John Lamb Spoor (1858-1918), cement 

manufacturer of Rede Court, Rochester, Kent and T E D Philpot (the builder of the Museum) 
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for the winning and working of “stone, clay and other mineral substances” from the cliff and 

beach of his estate between Seven Rock Point and Devonshire Head in Uplyme parish, 

adjoining Lyme Regis to the west. The lease for the “quarry”, now in a local private archive, 

was for ten years and it included the cliff below Underhill Farm, which today is suffering 

collapse as a result. Spoor reconstructed the works from 1908, introducing a thoroughly 

modern plant with the full use of electricity from its own power station, although the 

investment looks risky now and indeed ended in receivership and closure of the works 

within six years, followed by liquidation of the assets, sale of plant in 1925 and final 

demolition by the Royal Engineers in 1936. 

 

The most significant of Spoor’s changes was the installation of a rotary kiln in front of the 

works, although when this was done is not clear – it could have been around 1912, only a 

year before closure, possibly with a second-hand kiln from the Spoor’s home ground, the 

Medway area (Dylan Moore, pers com). The kiln was have been a long, back sloping steel 

tube in which cement slurry was burnt at it travelled down the barrel, producing cement 

clinker. The kiln barrel was 94ft long and 6ft in diameter and it rested via toothed rings on 

pairs of driving cog wheels which ensured its steady, slow rotation. The emerging clinker 

was ground in a tube mills 26ft long and 5ft in diameter, with another similar sized tube mill 

for grinding feedstocks. Although nowadays these kilns can be gas or oil fired, this kiln must 

have been fired by pulverised coal made to flow as a jet, which was the norm for this US-

import technology at the time. Rotary firing is a continuous process, unlike the batch kilns 

used here hitherto. It demands 24-hour working, continual feeding with consistent 

feedstock and careful temperature control. The kiln was an early rotary model and problems 

with flame-out may have been experienced, resulting in the release of coal dust, smoke and 

fumes. Complaints about pollution emerged around this time. Pollution from the chimney 

after flame-out would have consisted of showers of coal dust, whilst fine ash could be 

carried over at other times, as well as noxious gases such as carbon monoxide and sulphur 

dioxide. Cement quality would have suffered from such irregular operation. After closure, 

the kiln can be seen in indistinct aerial and ground photographs as a gun-like object 

mounted on piers on the seaside of the works, with another smaller tube in front of it. It 

may have been covered by a lean-to shed, but by the time the photographs there is no 

trace of a covering in place 

 

By this time two tall brick chimneys “graced” the Lyme skyline, one to draw the rotary kiln 

the other to draw the fires for the boilers, which powered a 300kW alternator, presumably 

driven by a steam turbine. The chimneys and their plumes appear in contemporary water 

colours and photographs. The pair cast an unwelcome pall of sulphurous smoke over the 

resort town. The chimneys were later raised in a bid to reduce the effect of the smoke and 

dust emissions on the town and its tourist trade, but the result was to spread the problem 

over a wider area, giving rise for even more complaints by 1913 - and by now, calls for the 

closure of the works. The increase in complaints at this time could have had much to do 

with poor attempts at firing and controlling the apparently newly installed rotary kiln (Dylan 

Moore, pers com).   

 

Electric motors powered the mills - which ground the stone and coal, mixed the slurry to be 

burnt in the rotary kiln, turned the kiln - and ground the resultant cement clinker after 

burning. The electrical generating capacity of the cement works power station predated the 

public electricity supply in Lyme, which, installed in 1909, was the first town supply in 

Dorset. Moreover, at 300kW, the cement works generating capacity was far in excess of 

Lyme’s first public power stations - and it produced the far more versatile AC, rather than 

the town’s tiny DC supply. Only by 1938 had Lyme’s generating capacity (at 315kW) 

exceeded the cement works capacity in 1909 (town electrical information from Martin 

Roundell-Green’s Electric Lyme, privately published in Crewkerne in 2006).  

 

The Chippel Bay Beach Tramway 
Stone was now brought to the works in two stages, probably making stoneboats more or 

less redundant. A tramway on the beach led to an aerial ropeway to the works. Part of this 
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tramway remains below the cliffs and High-Water Mark (HWM) in Chippel Bay, west of 

Monmouth Beach just over of the boundary of Devon County and Uplyme Parish. It consists 

of flat-bottomed rails gauged 1ft 8in (51cm) apart set on wooden sleepers, with steel 

supports at rail joints bolted and concreted to the wave-cut rock platform. The wagons must 

have been hand loaded and pushed. By now all the stone raised was for cement making, not 

for export or ballast, so the line led to the terminus of an aerial ropeway, which in turn 

extended to the works. This terminus was on the beach below HWM. The ropeway cannot 

have taken tram wagons to the works, as its skips were very small, only of 4cwt (204 kg) 

capacity. There are no surviving photographs of the tramway in operation and it is never 

shown on the OS 1:2,500 plans, perhaps because it was often moved. There is no evidence 

of how far west the tramway extended, but to have been effective at replacing stoneboats it 

must have extended to the western limit of the quarrying concession, i.e., Seven Rock 

Point. Loading the tram wagons cannot have been easy, unless the stone was broken into 

small pieces on the beach, in which case the manual effort which had gone into loading, 

rowing and unloading stoneboats would have now gone into carrying to the tramway. 

Working can only have taken place from half-tide to half-tide in fair conditions and during 

daylight hours, putting severe limits on how much stone could be raised from the foreshore 

under this system. Apart from the remnants of the track on the beach, there are some 

pieces of rail from the line in the Museum, but no written memory, images, plans or 

description of the line in operation. 

 

Dylan Moore (pers com) has suggested that maybe the tramway was not for stone transport 

at all but allowed a tail-end trestle for the ropeway to move backwards and forwards. Other  

suggestions could be for salvaging shipwreck, for target trollies, rocket launchers or for film 

cameras on location - but any of these dramatic activities, had they occurred, would be 

known about in the local community. The line terminates at the remains of the ropeway 

terminus, although it does not appear visible in the known images of the terminal tower. 

Some system for lifting the trams out of the sea’s way would have been needed, if indeed 

the tramway was for stone transport, but its use must remain an enigma until an image or 

written description emerges. If it were not for stone, then how could stone have been 

brought to the ropeway? Manually would be impossible, donkeys were used before cruelty 

complaints in the 1860s, horses could not negotiate the terrain and pull sleds, carts could 

not be used and continued use of stoneboats would be render the ropeway pointless. Martin 

Roundell-Green (ibid) mentions that a steam engine was used to move materials around the 

beach, but a traction engine would easily get stuck on the Monmouth Beach foreshore of 

today and any such use probably refers to the reclaimed beach on which the works stood. 
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The narrow-gauge tramway on the beach apparently heading straight for 

the works.  Some rails still remain in situ in 2015, but the remains are fast 

disappearing. 

 

 
The Works “Blondon” 
From the eastern end of the beach tramway a c.500 yard (c.457 m) aerial ropeway ran to 

the works. It was locally called the “blondon”, erroneously named after the famous French 

tightrope walker Charles Blondin (1824-97), whose exploits included crossing the Niagara 
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Falls on a wire rope. The ropeway was electrically powered from the works and was made 

by the Stroud and London firm of Bullivant’s Aerial Ropeways Ltd, who specialised in these 

machines for mine and quarry use. It is possible that this is the same ropeway second hand 

from the construction of the Cannington Viaduct in 1900-3, but this is speculation.  

 

Dylan Moore kindly found an anonymous paper The Aerial Ropeway No IV in The Engineer 

(pp 352-355 of 9th April 1915) which shows exactly how the blondon worked and from which 

the self-explanatory images on the next few pages are taken. Strangely, it was probably 

disused by the time the paper was published. The ropeway was an endless cable supported 

on three 60ft (18 m) lattice steel towers or pylons, the rope running around horizontal 

pulleys at each end. It worked somewhat like a ski-lift, except that instead of seats, tiny 4 

cwt (204 kg) tipping skips hung from the cable. At the western terminal, the cradle which 

supported the horizontal cable wheel could be raised and lowered by a winch, to enable the 

skips to come to beach level for loading and so that the wheel, cable and buckets could be 

raised above the tide and storm waves and to lift the equipment away from human 

interference when not in use. Usually on these ropeways the drive cable and skips are in 

constant motion, so hand filling of each skip must have been tricky and dangerous, unless 

there was a way of signalling to the ropeway driver back at the works to start and stop the 

cable. The Blondon was only used a few years, presumably from 1908 to 1914 

 

 
The Bullivant Ropeway on Monmouth Beach showing the two western 

towers and the shunt rail cradle half raised 
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The western terminal shunt rail cradle shown in the raised position –  

no sign of the tramway! 

 

The site of the intermediate tower in Chippel Bay is marked “Blondon (disused)” on the 

1930s 6” OS Map. Concrete-filled iron pots can be seen today on the wave-cut platform, 

presumably marking foundation support and guy rope anchors for these two western 

towers. A 1930s photograph in the Museum’s collection shows the intermediate tower in a 

reasonably complete state, but its last remains appear in another Museum photograph 

taken probably not much later. These pictures appear further down this paper. There was a 

terminal tower at the works which fed the skip contents into a large bunker and provided 

the drive power for the ropeway.  

 

The only recorded memory of the blondon is that from the Lyme Regis News of 28th 

November 1975, where Cllr Phil Moore is quoted as saying that he remembers it well, 

having played there as a child.  
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The terminal of the ropeway at the works, showing the discharge bunkers and the 

guidance wheel for the endless rope, powered by an electric motor at this end. 

Discharge seems to be a three-man operation, with only limited health and safety 

provision. 
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The Blondon intermediate tower and the disused second works appear on this 

1930s OS Map, but by this time the first works had disappeared 

 

 

 
Remains of the Blondon intermediate tower in Chippel Bay can just be seen in this 

holiday snap. The two works chimneys can also be seen in the distance. Undated 

photograph in LRM collection, possibly early 1930s 
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A presumed support base for the Blondon terminal tower, taken in 2013 

 

 
Iron and concrete pots in some way part of the Blondon termination 
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The Works Reservoir 
The factory had a reservoir half an acre in extent, made by damming the stream in Ware 

Combe, above the works, with an earth dam. The reservoir is now drained for safety, but 

the concrete valve tower has been repaired by the National Trust and can be seen just by 

the Coast Path. The 1879 sale shows that the reservoir was used to power a turbine to haul 

trucks up an incline, as a reserve in case of failure of the stream engine and for water 

supply to the works. 

 

 
The willow wood marks the drained Cement Factory reservoir above the site of the 

works – the valve tower can be seen above the 6th fence post from the left 

 

Complaints about access, pollution, the town poll and workers’ unrest 
On 17th May 1912, the Exeter & Plymouth Gazette carried a letter in which a regular fossil-

hunter complained that "a frequent visitor to the town drew attention to the fact that people 

were unable to walk far along the shore to the west of the town owing to a barrier, alleged 

to have been erected by the Lyme Regis Cement Company Ltd. This must refer to works sea 

wall cutting off access along the shore at high water. As the rotary kiln was built close to 

this wall and the works buildings, its operation would likely have prevented high tide access 

through the works on the sea wall, cutting of customary public access along the shoreline. 

 

Around the same time cement manufacture upwind of the town and its tourist amenities 

brought complaints of dust, smoke and fumes. Cement works often use cheap coal, full of 

sulphur and adding to the sulphur expelled from any pyrite in the feedstock. The resulting 

plume of choking sulphur dioxide was hardly acceptable to the visitor looking for a health 

cure. It would have been very bad for asthmatics. That cheap coal was used here is 

evidenced by references to “culm” landed at the Cobb. Culm is a Devon and West Wales 

term for poor quality coal fit only for lime burning - and the term was usually reserved for 

coal brought by sea from Pembrokeshire, rather than the good-quality house coals got from 

Newcastle.    

 

In the same year, 1912, 36 Lyme residents signed a petition asking for action to abate the 

nuisance of dust, smoke and sulphurous fumes. To meet the complaint the Company raised 

the already tall chimneys, but this served to spread pollution to parts of the town not 

previously affected. More complaints followed and in July 1913 a postcard poll was carried 

out by the Borough Council as to whether it should force closure of the works, as no further 

amelioration of the nuisance seemed possible.  
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The Cement Workers’ Demonstration in July 1913 
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The poll yielded 857 against taking proceedings and 49 for (Bridport News 23rd July 1913). 

As a result the Council did nothing to abate the nuisance, as this would have forced closure. 

This early environmental campaign failed because it did not consider the serious 

consequences of pollution abatement for local employment.  

 

 
The idea of closure brought trade union demonstrations to the streets of Lyme in July 1913, 

before the Poll was returned, claiming that 375 persons depended on the works, 90-100 

being directly employed. The demonstration paraded behind the Town Band with banners 

proclaiming:  
 

375  
MEN WOMEN AND CHILDREN 

DEPEND ON THE WORKS  
SUCCESS 

GIVE US WORK 
WHY TAKE OUR BREAD AWAY? 

LIVE AND LET LIVE 
 

The complaint must have been overruled by this show of workers resolve, for on 20th 

December 1914 the Exeter & Plymouth Gazette was reported to the Highways Committee 

that the Receiver for the Debenture Holders of the Lyme Regis Cement Co Ltd had stated 

that the company contemplated doubling or trebling the present output of the works, 

whereas the Committee was concerned that the Company was still damaging Cobb Road 

with their wagons. The Committee recommended that the Cement Company should be 

warned that if their employees removed the metal from the ruts, action would be taken. 

 

Closure of the works, dereliction and clearance 
However, closure was forced by events connected with the war: the Company’s boat was 

requisitioned, the safety of coastwise trading could not be guaranteed, men volunteered for 

war and the demand for cement slumped. Despite suggestions of expansion, the works 

closed at the end of 1914 and the firm went into receivership in 1915 (M. Roundell-Green 

Electric Lyme 2006). The works lay as it was for a decade, gradually becoming derelict, until 

on 23rd May 1925 the works plant was advertised for sale in The Times. The sale was by 

Fuller, Horsey - who had sold the first works in 1877.  
 

For sale by auction 

Plant & Machinery - at the works of the Lyme Regis Cement Company, Dorset: 

 

A GEC 300KW alternator, 3 phase 350 volts, 50 periods with surface condensing plant. 

A Ferranti 250 KVA oil cooled transformer 350/2500 volts. 

Three Stirling water tube boilers, 160lb pressure, with feed water heaters and Weir feed 

pumps. (The tubes belonging to these boilers are at the Stirling Boiler Co's works, Motherwell). 

Ten 3-phase, 350-50 motors from 9 to 60 hp. 

Morris 1-ton overhead hand traveller 23ft. 9in. span steel gantry 67ft long. 

Two tube mills, about 5ft diameter, 26ft long. 

Rotary cement kiln, 6ft diameter, 94ft long. 

Aerial ropeway by Bullivant, 500 yards long, with steel standards 60ft high. 

Pooley 15-ton weighbridge. 

Oil cabinets and other effects. 

 

Tenders by June 3rd 1925 to Fuller, Horsey & Co, Mechanical Auctioneers & Valuers, 11 

Billiter Square, EC3.  

The advertisement confirms several details, such as the size of the rotary kiln, the electrical 

generating capacity and the height of the aerial ropeway and its manufacturer. The 
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machinery must have sold, because there are images of the breaking up and removal of a  

rotary kiln or a tube mill, but it was another decade before the works was demolished. In 

that time it became increasingly derelict, a process no doubt hastened by the removal of 

plant. 

 

 
The Second Lyme Regis Cement Works, possibly after closure in 1914, for 

despite the apparent smoke from the right-hand chimney the works looks dormant. 

As there is no sign of the aerial ropeway, nor the rotary kiln, the date of the image 

could be after 1925, when the plant was sold. The two raised chimneys are 

prominent: they were raised in 1912. Part of the building nearest the camera 

survives. Note the palisaded sea wall, part of which also survives. 

 

 
The rotary kiln or a tube mill being broken up – two sections have been separated by 

chipping out the rivets and the broken cogged driving collars removed from the kiln tube lie 

in front. 
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The second Lyme Regis Cement Works, shortly before demolition in 1936 

 

The buildings lay increasingly derelict until purchased by the Borough in 1936 for £5,500 

from the Henley Estate, to which ownership of the land must have reverted. Originally the 

Borough had tried to force the Estate to repair the chimneys, issuing a closing notice in April 

1934, but an architect engaged by the Estate stated that they were sound (Draper 2007).  

 

Demolition 

 

The works and its two 100ft tall chimneys were blown up by plastic explosives, placed by 

the Royal Engineers in 1936 to make way for car parking and the RAF Air-Sea Rescue 

Station, now the Boatbuilding Academy. When felled, watched by 5,000 holidaymakers, the 

chimneys were said to have each fallen “as gracefully as a swan drawing back her neck”. On 

the 1937 OS Map the works was shown as disused, but in fact it had already been blown up 

and removed in 1936. One building escaped demolition and survives as a store. It appears 

on the map below between the main works and the black square and may have been the 

works office. 
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The Royal Engineers arrive to demolish the works in 1936 

 

 
Demolition of the works 
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The disused second cement works on the 1937 OS map. Two chimneys are shown. 

The black square and funnel shape have been drawn later to show the RAF Station and 

Ramp; the former conveniently locates the Boat Building Academy building, which occupies 

the old RAF premises, in relation to the site of the cement works. Nothing remains of the 

first cement works apart from the line of the incline, which can still be traced on the ground. 

By the time this map was published the second works had been demolished, apart from the 

small building between the two main buildings, which survives to this day. 

 

 
Where the works stood – beyond the site of the Boat Building Academy and former RAF 

Air-Sea Rescue Station shown here. The wooded cliff behind is the quarry face. The white 

building standing out behind the Academy remains from the cement works. 
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What relicts are left? 
There is nothing to see on Monmouth Beach of the remains of this industry, apart from a 

wooden sea wall, the line of the incline and a small part of the Boat Building Academy, 

which is one of the cement works buildings. The cement works reservoir valve tower 

survives, as does the dam, but the reservoir has been drained. It can be seen from the 

Coast Path, which passes it by on the way from Holmbush to the Undercliffs. A small section 

of the beach tramway remains in Chippel Bay, near some foundations of the Blondon 

termination. The Museum has some pinkish mortar donated by builder Cecil Quick in 1986. 

This may have been made with Roman rather than the grey Portland cement. He thought 

this colour typical of the use of Lyme cement. 

 

 
The 115-year old wooden revetment of the Cement Works Sea Wall  

supports this caravan pitch in 2015 
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Last remaining building of the Second Lyme Regis Cement Works – this is at the near corner 

of the works in the picture of the second works above and was probably the office. 
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